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Abstract Sediment transfer from rivers to the ocean is the fundamental driver of continental sedimentation
with implications for carbon burial, land use dynamics, and unraveling global climate change and Earth
history from sedimentary strata. Coastal rivers are dynamically coupled to their offshore plumes at the river
mouth creating regions of nonuniform flow that can dictate patterns of erosion and deposition both onshore
and offshore. However, there are limited experimental and modeling studies on sediment transport and
morphodynamics of coupled river and river plume systems and their response to multiple flood events.
To address this knowledge gap, we developed a quasi-2-D, morphodynamic numerical model and conducted
exploratory flume experiments in a 7.5 m long flume where a 10 cm wide river channel was connected to a
76 cm wide “ocean basin.” Both the numerical model and the flume results demonstrate that (1) during
low-discharge flows, backwater hydrodynamics cause spatial-flow deceleration and deposition in the river
channel and the offshore plume area, and (2) during high flows the water surface is drawn down to sea level,
resulting in spatial-flow acceleration and bed scour. During high-discharge flows, we also found that the
offshore river plume self-channelized owing to both levee formation and bed scour. Our study suggests that
coastal rivers may be in a perpetual state of morphodynamic adjustment and highlights the need to link
rivers and river plumes under a suite of flow discharges to accurately predict fluvio-deltaic morphodynamics
and connectivity between fluvial sediment sources and marine sinks.

1. Introduction

Sediment transfer from rivers to the ocean is the fundamental driver of continental sedimentation with
implications for carbon burial, land use management, reservoir architecture, and unraveling global climate
change and Earth history from sedimentary strata [e.g., Nittrouer, 1999; Blum and Tornqvist, 2000; Paola, 2000;
Allison et al., 2010]. An important component of source-to-sink transfer is the river mouth where sediment
from the fluvial system is transferred offshore. Much of the world’s population lives near river mouths and
deltas, where small imbalances in rates of sediment supply, subsidence, and sea level rise can heighten
vulnerability to land loss and catastrophic inundation from storms, hurricanes, and tsunamis [Tornqvist et al.,
2007; Blum and Roberts, 2009; Jerolmack, 2009; Syvitski et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2009a; Paola et al., 2011].

Rivers and offshore plumes are usually treated separately with a fixed boundary condition at the river mouth
[Bates, 1953; Wright, 1977; Nittrouer and Wright, 1994; Swenson et al., 2005; Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008;
Parker et al., 2008b]; however, river mouth hydrodynamics and sediment transport processes are affected by
both fluvial andmarine processes, thereby dynamically coupling the onshore and offshore systems. For example,
the hydrodynamics of large coastal rivers with small channel-bed slopes are particularly sensitive to downstream

boundary conditions owing to their small (subcritical) Froude numbers (i.e., Fr< 1, where Fr ≡ U=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gh

p
, U is

the cross-sectional average flow velocity, g is gravitational acceleration, and h is water depth). The Froude
number in open-channel flow describes the speed of water flow relative to the speed of shallow water waves,
waves that ultimately transmit boundary conditions upstream [e.g., Chow, 1959]. On the Mississippi River,
USA, for example, Fr~ 0.2 and changes in the water surface elevation at the river mouth (e.g., due to storm
surge) can affect river flow velocities ~500 km upstream [e.g., Nittrouer et al., 2012]. This zone of affected
flow is referred to as backwater and is typified by spatially accelerating or decelerating flow resulting from
a hydrodynamic boundary condition at the river mouth (Figure 1). Supercritical flows (Fr> 1) are not affected
by downstream boundary conditions and consequently do not produce backwater because surface waves
cannot propagate upstream.
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Although backwater hydrodynamics have
been studied for more than a century
[e.g., Bresse, 1860], their implications for
sediment transport andmorphodynamics
have received comparatively little study.
Following Lane [1957], Lamb et al. [2012],
and Nittrouer et al. [2012] illustrated that
during low-discharge events on the
Mississippi River, the water depth at the
rivermouth (hs) is greater than the normal
(i.e., steady and uniform) flow depth (hn)
resulting in spatial deceleration of flow
and deposition within the lower~500km
of the river (Figure 1). In contrast, high-
discharge events can produce spatial
acceleration of flow, drawdown of the
water surface, and riverbed scour within
the backwater zone (Figure 1). These
ideas are consistent with field surveys
by Nittrouer et al. [2011], which show that
a large portion of the final 165 km in
the lower Mississippi River consists of
substrate devoid of active alluvial cover.

Bathymetric surveys on other river deltas such as Wax Lake, Louisiana, USA, also show scour upstream of river
bifurcations [e.g., Galler et al., 2003; Shaw et al., 2013]. Using a morphodynamic model, Chatanantavet et al.
[2012] showed how multiple flood discharges are needed to produce a persistent backwater zone, whereas
under the common modeling assumption of constant water discharge, the riverbed tends to adjust so that
normal flow eventually exists everywhere. Ultimately, nonuniform flow that manifests through multiple river
floods may set locus of avulsion on deltas and therefore the characteristic size of many of the world’s deltas
[Jerolmack and Swenson, 2007; Chatanantavet et al., 2012]. Backwater dynamics may also reduce river sinuosity,
create regional-scale stratigraphic unconformities, and modulate magnitude-frequency relationships for
source-to-sink sediment flux [Lamb et al., 2012; Nittrouer et al., 2012; Blum et al., 2013].

Erosion and deposition in coastal rivers and deltas are typically thought to occur due to sea level rise,
subsidence, or changes in the balance between sediment supply and the sediment transport capacity of
the feeder river [e.g., Paola, 2000]. The latter effect is well known in fluvial geomorphology and results in a
change in equilibrium riverbed slope [e.g., Lane, 1955]. Nonuniform flow forced by river mouth boundary
conditions within backwater zones provides an important additional mechanism for riverbed erosion and
deposition in coastal rivers, a mechanism that is rarely included inmodels. For example, most numerical models
either neglect the backwater zone completely [e.g., Flemings and Jordan, 1989; Paola et al., 1992; Swenson
et al., 2005] or assume a single characteristic discharge which prevents the backwater zone from being
dynamic [e.g., Snow and Slingerland, 1987; Hotchkiss and Parker, 1991; Slingerland et al., 1994; Parker et al.,
2008a]. Most flume experiments also use a single characteristic discharge or relatively steep bed slopes (with
supercritical Froude numbers) in comparison to natural rivers, which minimizes or eliminates the backwater
zone [e.g., Muto, 2001; Sheets et al., 2002; Swenson and Muto, 2007; Parker et al., 2008b].

Offshore, it is well known that the fluid dynamics and sedimentation patterns of river plumes are also strongly
affected by the boundary conditions at the river mouth [e.g., Bates, 1953; Rajaratnam, 1976; Wright, 1977;
Nittrouer and Wright, 1994; Geyer et al., 2004; Falcini and Jerolmack, 2010]. For example, in the near-field
river plumes undergo lateral expansion [Wright and Coleman, 1971; Hetland and MacDonald, 2008] often
increasing by an order of magnitude in width over the first few kilometers, which is set in part by river
width-to-depth ratio and flow velocity at the river mouth [Wright and Coleman, 1971; Wright, 1977; Hetland,
2010]. The initial buoyancy of the plume is controlled by mixing with ambient water in the estuary [Nash et al.,
2009] and the plume liftoff region [MacDonald and Geyer, 2004], and the suspended sediment concentration
of the plume, which controls whether plumes are buoyant at low concentrations (i.e., hypopycnal plumes)

Figure 1. Schematic showing a river entering an ocean or lake with three
zones: normal flow (x<�L), a transitional or backwater zone (0> x>�L),
and the offshore river plume (x> 0). At low flow (blue line), in the transi-
tional zone there is spatial deceleration of flow where the water depth
at shoreline is larger than the normal-flow depth upstream (i.e., M1 curve
[e.g., Chow, 1959]), resulting in bed deposition. At high flow (red line), in
the transitional zone there is spatial acceleration of flow where the water
depth at shoreline is lower than the normal-flow depth upstream (i.e., M2
curve [e.g., Chow, 1959] or drawdown), resulting in bed erosion. In both
cases, the water surface elevation at the river mouth is relatively insensitive
to flow discharge due to lateral spreading of the offshore plume.
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or plunge to form turbidity currents at high concentrations (i.e., hyperpycnal plumes) [Bates, 1953;Wright et al.,
1990; Nittrouer andWright, 1994;Mulder et al., 2003; Geyer et al., 2004; Lamb andMohrig, 2009; Lamb et al., 2010].

River plumes interact with evolving bed topography, which in cases can lead to the formation of levees and
mouth bars [e.g., Edmonds and Slingerland, 2007; Rowland et al., 2009; Edmonds et al., 2010; Edmonds and
Slingerland, 2010; Rowland et al., 2010; Mariotti et al., 2013; Canestrelli et al., 2014; Falcini et al., 2014], yet the
process of plume self-channelization is not well understood. Most previous experimental work on sediment-
laden plumes and deltas has emphasized the role of aggradational levees in confining river plumes. However,
these studies typically have neglected an extensive, alluvial feeder river channel thereby imposing the
relative balance of sediment and water fluxes at the river mouth [e.g., Hoyal and Sheets, 2009; Rowland et al.,
2010; Kim et al., 2010; Powell et al., 2012]. In contrast, other experiments have produced channelization by bed
scour (rather than levee aggradation), but only under the case of a clear water, planar jet that lacks sediment
feed [e.g., Rajaratnam and Berry, 1977; Rajaratnam, 1981; Rajaratnam and Macdougall, 1983; Mason and
Arumugam, 1985; Hogg et al., 1997; Dey and Sarkar, 2006; Faruque et al., 2006; Sui et al., 2008]; it is unclear if
such bed scour would occur from a river plume fed by an alluvial river transporting sediment at its capacity.
Rowland et al. [2010] used a sediment-laden planar jet to investigate self-channelization, but over a
nonerodible bed and without an alluvial feeder channel. Rowland et al. also emphasized the need for future
work to investigate the effect of repeated flood events on subaqueous levee formation.

Despite important advances in previous work, there are fundamental unknowns about the morphodynamics of
deltaic rivers and river plumes: How does nonuniform flow, arising over multiple flood events, influence sediment
transport in the lowermost reaches of rivers? How do backwater-induced changes in sediment transport affect
deltaic sedimentation and offshore river plume dynamics? Recent studies have addressed these questions in
part, but there is a dearth of experimental data on themorphodynamics of coupled river and river plume systems
with subcritical flow (Fr< 1) subject to multiple flood events. Herein, we report on laboratory experiments and
numerical modeling designed to address this gap. First, we present the numerical model formulation. The
experimental setup and methods are introduced second. Third, results from the flume experiments and the
numerical model are presented. Finally, we discuss the implications for the persistence of backwater zones in
natural deltaic rivers, the timescales of riverbed adjustment, and themechanisms of river plume self-channelization.

2. Numerical Model Development

The numerical model used herein is similar to that presented in Chatanantavet et al. [2012] which was applied
to the case of the Mississippi River. The model should apply to both field and laboratory scales allowing a
means to upscale results from the laboratory experiments to the field. At laboratory scale, however, a moving-
boundary technique is needed during low-flow events to accurately model the delta front [Hotchkiss and
Parker, 1991]. Such moving-boundary techniques are well established for delta fronts and we follow the
formulation of Parker [2004], which is not repeated here. The other parts of the model are briefly reviewed
and the reader is referred to Chatanantavet et al. [2012] and Lamb et al. [2012] for more detail.

Conservation of fluid mass and momentum of the depth-averaged and width-averaged, 1-D spatially varied
flow in the streamwise (x) direction [e.g., Chow, 1959] can be written as

d Uhwð Þ
dx

¼ 0 (1)

U
dU
dx

¼ �g
dh
dx

þ gS� Cf
U 2

h
(2)

where w is channel width, x is longitudinal distance downstream of river mouth, S is bed slope, and Cf is
bed friction coefficient. The combination of equations (1) and (2) leads to a standard formulation of the
backwater equation for spatially varied flow [Chow, 1959],

dh
dx

¼ Sþ Fr 2 hdw
wdx � Cf
� �

1� Fr2
(3)

Offshore, river plumes tend to spread laterally and sometimes vertically due to loss of river channel confinement,
resulting in offshore deposition and a water surface elevation at the river mouth that is relatively insensitive
to changes in river discharge as compared to farther upstream [e.g., Rajaratnam, 1976;Wright, 1977; Rowland
et al., 2009; Schiller and Kourafalou, 2010]. The simplest way to incorporate the effect of lateral plume
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spreading would be to force the water surface elevation at the river mouth to be at sea level through use of a
boundary condition at x=0 in equation (3) [e.g., Parker et al., 2008a; Karadogan et al., 2009]. We have found,
however, that forcing the water surface to sea level at x= 0 is too restrictive and can produce a drawdown
effect that is greater than observed [Lamb et al., 2012]. To allow for some variation of the water surface
elevation at the river mouth, we instead treat the offshore plume as a depth-averaged, steady, homopycnal
current, where momentum is balanced in 1-D between a hydrostatic pressure gradient and drag along the
bed (i.e., equation (3)). Following Lamb et al. [2012], we neglect drag and entrainment along the lateral
margins of the plume and represent lateral spreading of the plume geometrically by assigning a set spreading
angle (θ) beyond the shoreline (x> 0). Thus, in equation (3), the average width of the plume beyond the

shoreline (i.e., x> 0) is calculated from dw
dx ¼ 2 tanθ where θ is the spreading angle of the plume relative to

the center streamline [e.g., Wright and Coleman, 1971; Rajaratnam, 1976].

We useWong and Parker’s [2006] relationship for calculating the transport capacity of bed load sediment (Qs)
since it is the major transport mode in our experiments, written as

QS ¼ 3:97ρSw RgD3
50

� �1=2
τ� � τ�C
� �3=2

(4)

where R is the submerged specific density of the sediment (R= ρs/ρ� 1, ρs is density of sediment and ρ is density
of water), D50 is the median grain size, τ� ¼ u2�=RgD50 is the Shields stress, u� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CfU2

p
is the shear velocity,

and τ�c ¼ 0:0495 is the critical Shields stress. We assume that sediment transport is at capacity everywhere (i.e.,
no sediment supply limitation). The evolution of the bed by continuity of sediment then can be written as

ρs 1� λp
� � ∂η

∂t

� �
¼ � 1

wd

∂Qs

∂x
(5)

where λp is bed porosity, η is bed elevation, t is time, and wd is the width of the depositional zone. In the river
section (x< 0), the width of the depositional zone is equivalent to the channel width (i.e., wd=w). The offshore
depositional zone, however, can span a much larger area than the width of the river plume itself due to
lateral translation of the plume. To account for this effect using our quasi-2-D framework, we follow previous
work [e.g., Parker and Sequeiros, 2006; Kim et al., 2009b] and set the effective width of the offshore (i.e., x> 0)
depositional zone to wd = wo+2x tan θd, where wo is the river channel width and θd is the deposit spreading
angle relative to the centerline. Greater spreading angles result in slower delta vertical aggradation.

Equations (3)–(5) represent the quasi-2-D river plume morphodynamic model, which links hydrodynamics,
sediment transport, and bed morphology and simulates the interactions among them. We solved the
governing equations using finite difference approximations (first-order in time and second-order in space).
Initially, the bed elevation, bed slope, channel width, and water discharge are specified everywhere along
the flow path. The water level in the basin is fixed at sea level very far downstream of the region of interest
(x >> 0), which allows a dynamic water surface elevation at the river mouth. The calculation for flow depth
proceeds in an upstream direction from this boundary condition. Due to depth and width averaging, the
model cannot produce true 2-D or 3-D effects that are apparent in experiments (e.g., levees), but it serves as a
useful comparison to the experiments in 1-D along the flume centerline.

3. Experimental Setup

The experiments were conducted in the Earth Surface Dynamics Laboratory at the California Institute of
Technology. The experiments were carried out using freshwater in a flume that is 4.5 m long, 0.6 m deep, and
0.1 m wide in the river section and 2.5 m long, 0.8 m deep, and 0.75 m wide in the “oceanic” basin portion
(Figure 2). There was no density contrast between the river flow and the ocean basin in our experiments
because previous work has shown that deltaic channels form only when there is frictional coupling between
the flow and the bed [e.g., Rowland et al., 2010], which may occur in nature either because the plume and
basin are of equal density (i.e., homopycnal) [e.g., Rowland et al., 2009] or because the plume has not
reached sufficient depth to lift off or plunge (i.e., the “depth-limited plume” of Lamb et al. [2010]). The latter
is likely the case for many rivers during flood where salt-water intrusions are pushed seaward [e.g.,Wright and
Coleman, 1974] and the depth required for buoyant liftoff is large [e.g., Hetland and MacDonald, 2008].

The water level in the basin section was fixed at the same level for different experiments using adjustable
stand pipes at the end of the flume. Water discharge was measured using a magnetic flow meter mounted
in line with the water supply piping. Sediment was fed through an auger-type sediment feeder at the upstream
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end. All experiments were conducted with uniform crushed walnut shells (D=0.7mm) for predominantly
bed load sediment with some suspension at high-flow conditions. The walnut shells have a submerged
specific density (R) of 0.3 ± 0.1, which was desirable for maintaining subcritical flows (Fr< 1). The Rouse
number (P) was between 1 and 4.7 (Table 1) and calculated using P= vs/(κ u*) where vs is particle fall velocity
in still water (32mm/s), and κ is von Karman’s constant of 0.41. Bed load is predominant when P> 2.5, and
suspended load is predominant when P< 1.0 [Bagnold, 1956]. All of our experiments fall within the regime
of intermittent suspension (P< 6.1 for large particle Reynolds numbers) found by Rowland et al. [2010] to
be necessary for the formation of subaqueous levees [see also Mariotti et al., 2013].

During the experiments the bed and water surface elevations were measured using a laser (Keyence CA-U2)
and an ultrasonic distance meter (Massa), respectively. The instruments were mounted to a nonmotorized
3-D positioning instrument cart with submillimeter positioning accuracy. Bed topography was surveyed to

Table 1. Experimental Runs With Measured or Given Parameters

Experiment 1
Low-Flow (M1) Equilibrium

Experiment 2
High-Flow (M2) Equilibrium

Experiment 3
Low-Flow Transient

Experiment 4
High-Flow Transient

Flow discharge, Qw (l/s) 1.5 3.4 1.5 3.4
Sediment feed, Qs (g/s) 1.1 1.9 1.1 (see Figure 6) 8.8→ 6.0
Run time, t (hrs) 10.5 7.25 21.5 1.72
In-channel water depth, h (cm) 6.4 ± 0.4 12.3 ± 0.8 12.3 ± 0.8→ 6.4 ± 0.4 6.4 ± 0.4→ 9.5 ± 0.7
In-channel water surface slope, S 0.0015 0.0015 0→ 0.0015 0.0044→ 0.0028
In-channel flow velocity, U (m/s) 0.23 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.02 0.13± 0.01→ 0.23 ± 0.02 0.51 ± 0.04→ 0.36 ± 0.06
In-channel Froude number, Fr 0.28 ± 0.02 0.24 ± 0.02 0.12± 0.01→ 0.29 ± 0.04 0.63 ± 0.07→ 0.40 ± 0.09
Reynolds number 14,720 33,210 15,990→ 14,720 32,640→ 34,200
Rouse numbera, P 2.7 1.9 4.7→ 2.7 1.0→ 1.4
Friction coefficient, Cf 0.017 0.024 0.017 0.024
Measured plume spreading
angle, θ (degree)b

5.7→ 18.0 [18.0] 5.7→ 10.2 [10.2] 13.2→ 15.5 [13.2] 7.7→ 10.0 [7.7]

Measured sediment-deposit
spreading angle, θd (degree)

b
5.7→ 18.0 [34.0] 5.7→ 34.0 [25.0] 12.5→ 18.4 [34.0] 7.7→ 34.0 [25.0]

aRouse number is defined as P= vs/u* where vs is particle fall velocity in still water, and κ is Karman constant = 0.41. Bed load is predominant when P> 2.5, and
suspended load is predominant when P< 1.0. Between these thresholds, there is some suspended load [Bagnold, 1956].

bThese spreading angles were measured in the flume. The values in [ ] were selected and used in the numerical modeling, in which they were assumed to be
constant for each run.

Figure 2. The experimental flume at Caltech used in this study to investigate river and river plume morphodynamics.
(top) Top view and (bottom) side view. Flow is from left to right.
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capture dominant breaks in slope at a
horizontal spatial resolution of about 1
to 5 cm, and these were repeated every
0.5 to 2 h during an experiment. The
experiment was stopped (no water flow)
and the bed was submerged during bed
topographic surveys, and the laser was
emitted through the flat water surface.
Measurements of submerged objects
of known elevation and water depth
provided the index-of-refraction
correction used to convert obtained data
to actual depths and elevations. Water
surface elevations reported are the mean
of measurements recorded over 60 s
and sampled at 20Hz.

During the experiments, dye pulses
were injected into the water flow at the
upstream end of the flume and recorded
using an overhead video camera
(40 frames/s) to calculate flow velocity
of the offshore plume. The plume front
was traced by eye on successive video

frames separated by 0.082 s with a point spacing of ~ 3–10mm. An algorithm was developed and used to
calculate the velocity between two traced plume front profiles separated by some amount of time. At each
measured point along the first plume-front profile, the algorithm calculates the local slope of the plume front
from the neighboring two nodes, looks perpendicular to this slope, and uses linear interpolation to locate the
intersection with the second plume front profile (set to be 0.4 s after the first-front profile to allow for some
temporal averaging). Velocity for this node is then the perpendicular distance between the two front profiles
divided by the time interval separating the two fronts. The resulting velocity field was noisy in cases due to the
assumption that flow velocity was moving perpendicular to the front and due to turbulence and mixing along
the boundaries of the front [e.g., Mariotti et al., 2013]. To average over this variability and owing to the larger
velocity gradients in the cross-stream direction, we used a moving average filter with a 40 cm windowing
length in the streamwise direction and a 3 cmwindowing length in the cross-stream direction. Depth-averaged
flow velocity in the river channel section was calculated frommass balance using equation (1). The images of
dye pulses were also used to measure the spreading angles of the plumes.

In order to test the effect of variable discharges on the coupled river and river plume system, we used two
discharge events designed to produce backwater hydrodynamics and deposition for the low-flow event (i.e.,
M1 regime) [e.g., Chow, 1959], and drawdown hydrodynamics and scour at the high-flow event (i.e., M2
regime) [e.g., Chow, 1959] (Figure 1 and Table 1). Using the numerical model as a guide, the experimental
water and sediment supply was set so that both discharge events created the equivalent equilibrium bed
slope for normal-flow conditions in which sediment transport was at capacity (i.e., equation (4)). This is an
important point because an imbalance between sediment supply and sediment transport capacity can
produce erosion or deposition that results in adjustment of the equilibrium riverbed slope [e.g., Lane, 1955].
Our goal is to isolate erosion and deposition due to backwater dynamics alone. In addition to achieving the
same equilibrium bed slope, the water and sediment flux values were chosen so that the two experiments
produced subcritical flow and measurable changes in flow depth between the two cases.

Four experiments were completed (Table 1). The first experiment was designed to run the low-flow event
(M1; flowdischargeQw=1.5 l/s,Qs=1.1 g/s, using equation (4) for transport capacity) to a state that approached
topographic equilibrium, starting from a flat bed graded to about one normal-flow depth below sea level to
shorten the time to equilibrium (Figure 3). The second experiment was the same as the first experiment but
for the high discharge (M2; Qw=3.4 l/s, Qs=1.9 g/s). These two experiments are referred to as equilibrium runs.

Figure 3. Experimental plan showing the low-flow (M1) and high-flow
(M2) discharge (Qw) with time. The equilibrium experiments started
with a flat bed. The low-flow condition was run for 10.5 h to equilibrium
where the bed morphology no longer significantly changed. Then, a flat
bed was imposed again for the high-flow equilibrium run for 7.25 h. The
final high-flow bed topography was used as the initial condition for the
low-flow transient run that lasted for 21.5 h. The final bed topography
from the low-flow transient case was used as the initial condition for
the high-flow transient run that lasted for 1.72 h. Sediment supply was
changed commensurate with water discharge to maintain a constant
equilibrium bed slope under normal-flow conditions.
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For the third experiment, the low-flow event (same as in Experiment 1) was run over the final bed topography
from Experiment 2 in order to observe the transient adjustment of the bed from a high-discharge flow to a
low-discharge flow. Likewise, the fourth experiment was for a high-discharge event using the final bed from
Experiment 3 as an initial condition to observe the transient adjustment of the bed from a low-discharge flow to
a high-discharge flow. The latter two experimentswill be referred to as transient runs. All experiments produced

bed forms that affected the bed friction. A bed friction coefficient (Cf ) was measured using Cf ¼ ghS
U2 under

near normal-flow conditions from Experiments 1 and 2. These in channel (i.e., x< 0)measured Cf values of 0.017
and 0.024 for low- and high-discharge equilibrium runs, respectively, were used throughout the numerical
modeling. We also assume that these values of Cf are valid for the offshore portions of flow.

Figure 4. Numerical model results for (a–c) low-flow transient run, and (d–f) high-flow transient run. The plots include bed (solid lines) and water surface (dashed lines)
elevations as shown in Figures 4a and 4d, mean flow velocity as shown in Figures 4b and 4e, and Froude number as shown in Figures 4c and 4f. Numerical model used
the sediment-deposit and plume spreading angles measured in the experiments (Table 1).
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The experiments were not designed
to simulate the entire backwater zone.
This is in part because incorporating
the entire backwater zone while
maintaining subcritical Froude numbers
and measurable water depths requires
an experimental facility tens to hundreds
of meters in length [e.g., Hotchkiss and
Parker, 1991]. The numerical modeling
results (discussed in section 4) indicate
that the backwater effects in our
experiments would have manifested over
tens of meters had our experimental
facility been longer. Thus, the experiments
simulated the downstream ~10% of the
backwater zone, as well as the offshore
zone. Because downstream boundary
conditions control the hydrodynamics in
backwater zones, the absent upstream
portion of the backwater zone should
not affect the experimental results as
long as the pacing of sediment feed at
the upstream end of the flume is adjusted
properly to account for transient bed
adjustment. To accomplish this, the
transient experiments used a time-
dependent sediment feed rate to
simulate morphodynamic changes in
the portion of the backwater zone that
extended beyond the length of our
flume (discussed in detail in section 5.2).

4. Numerical Modeling Results

The numerical model developed in
section 2 was run with the same input
parameters used in the flume experiments
(Table 1), namely, bed porosity = 0.49
(measured), plume spreading angles of 7.7
to 18° (measured from the experiments),
sediment-deposit spreading angles of
25 to 34° (measured from the experiments),
as well as a time step Δt= 3.2 s, and a
grid spacing of Δx= 0.5m. The fluvial
channel length was set to 75m and
the basin length was set to 20m in
order to fully capture the nonuniform
flow dynamics outside of the length-
constraints of the experimental facility.
Sediment supply at the upstream end
of the model domain was set equal to
the transport capacity under normal-flow

conditions for the imposed water discharge, so that both high- and low-flow cases had the same final
equilibrium bed slope. Therefore, like the experiments, any fluvial erosion or deposition observed in the
simulations is due to nonuniform flow forced by boundary effects at the river mouth and the offshore plume.

Figure 5. Experimental results along the flume centerline from the
equilibrium runs for low-flow and high-flow conditions (Experiments 1
and 2) showing (a) bed and water surface elevations, (b) average flow
velocity, and (c) Froude number. Dashed lines are from the numerical
model and solid lines are the flume results. Flow is from left to right. The
vertical axis is referenced to the flume bottom.
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The first numerical experiment started with an equilibrium bed topography for the high-flow condition, and
subjected it to the low-flow discharge (Qw=1.5 l/s) and corresponding sediment supply (Qs= 1.1 g/s) set for
the low-flow (M1) case (Table 1). At the beginning of the simulation, the water depth at the shoreline was
greater than the normal depth for low flow, resulting in a concave upward water surface profile (Figure 4a),
spatial deceleration of flow (Figure 4b), and highly subcritical flow (Figure 4c). The bed adjusted through a
downstream-propagating wedge of sediment, and the rate of deposition was greatest just offshore of the
river mouth where the offshore plume spreads resulting in a delta (Figure 4a). After 21.5 h, the water surface
and bed slopes were nearly constant and equivalent, largely eliminating nonuniform flow and the associated
divergences in sediment flux. The slight concavity in the bed profile that remained was a result of deposition
forced by the aggrading and prograding offshore delta.

The second numerical experiment started with the equilibrium bed topography from the low-flow experiment
and subjected it to the high-flow discharge (Qw=3.4 l/s) and corresponding sediment supply (Qs= 1.9 g/s)
for the high-flow event (Table 1). Spreading of the offshore plume rendered the water surface at the river
mouth nearly fixed at sea level, which choked the high-discharge flow through a narrow cross section at the
river mouth. Within minutes, the bed rapidly scoured just upstream of the river mouth, forced by water
surface drawdown (Figure 4d) and spatial-flow acceleration (Figure 4e). Note the Froude number was still
subcritical (Fr< 0.65) during this transient phase of scour (Figure 4f). Over time, the wave of erosion migrated
upstream until a new equilibrium depth was established. The offshore (x> 0) delta also built over time
due to decelerating flow caused by lateral spreading of the river plume. In the next section, we test these
ideas using flume experiments designed to examine the region �4.5< x< 2.5m (Figure 4).

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Equilibrium Experiments

Experiments 1 and 2 were run with the initial flat-bed topography set everywhere to be approximately
one normal depth below sea level (i.e., ~ 6 cm and~ 12 cm for Experiments 1 and 2, respectively). After
Experiment 1 was completed, the bed was regraded flat before running Experiment 2. For the low-flow case
(Qw= 1.5 l/s), the experiment was run for a total of 10.5 h, which was sufficiently long that bed topographic
change was minor at the end of the experiment, except at the delta front in the basin. Likewise, for
Experiment 2, the initial bed was flat, and the high-flow case (Qw=3.4 l/s) was run for a total of 7.25 h. For
Experiments 1 and 2, measurements were taken only at the end of the experiments, when quasi-equilibrium
conditions were reached and normal flow existed everywhere in the fluvial channel (x< 0). The results for these
two experiments are shown in Figure 5 along with the corresponding numerical model results (section 4).

Experimental results show that the high- and low-flow cases had nearly identical final bed slopes and water
surface slopes of 0.0015 in the river section (x< 0; Figure 5a) by design. Centimeter-scale roughness in the
bed profiles was due to bed forms; larger bed forms in the high-flow case resulted in a larger observed
friction coefficient (Table 1). The equilibrium flow depth for the high-flow case was about 12.3 cm, which was
greater than the low-flow case of 6.4 cm. Depth-averaged flow velocities were 0.23 and 0.28m/s in the river
section for the low-and high-flow cases, respectively, with the centerline velocity of the plume (x> 0)

Figure 6. Numerical model output of sediment flux (Qs) at x=� 4.5m as a function of time for A) Experiment 3 (low-flow
transient run) and B) Experiment 4 (high-flow transient run). The dashed lines show the discretization of sediment feed
rate that was used in the flume experiments. Experiment 4 was only run until t=1.72 h. The stars indicate the sediment
supply from the equilibrium experiments.
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decreasing rapidly with distance offshore
(Figure 5b) due to strong lateral spreading
of the flow. The flow accelerated again
in the most distal part of the experiment
due to shallow flow depths caused by
delta aggradation. This rapid spatial
decrease in plume velocity within
0< x< 60 cm is coincident with rapid
rates of deposition in the delta region
(Figure 5a). However, for the high-flow
case, we observed a region (0< x< 60cm)
of bed scour ~ 3 cm deep relative to the
bed upstream (Figure 5a) and ~12 cm
deep relative to the lateral deposits,
despite the apparent spatial deceleration
of flow in this region. The Froude numbers
for both eventswere similar and subcritical
(Figure 5c). The Rouse numbers were
calculated to be 2.7 and 1.9 for the low-
flow and high-flow equilibrium runs,
respectively, indicating that the low-flow
case was predominantly in the bed load
regime, and the high-flow case had
some sediment suspended, consistent
with our visual observations.

The numerical model reproduces the
observed bed and water surface
topography in the river section (x< 0)
but underpredicts the peak bed elevation
in the offshore region for both cases and
does not predict the region of scour
observed directly offshore of the river
mouth for the high-flow event (Figure 5a).
These inconsistencies between the
model and the observations are likely a
result of full 2-D and 3-Dmorphodynamics,
which are not represented in the model,
explored further in section 5.3.

5.2. Transient Experiments

The transient experiments were designed
to examine how the bed adjusts from
the high-flow event to the low-flow event
(Experiment 3) and from the low-flowevent
to the high-flow event (Experiment 4)
(Table 1). These experiments are similar
to Experiments 1 and 2, but here the
initial bed condition was not flat but
rather was the inherited bed topography

from the previous experiment, similar to the numerical experiments in section 4. Another difference in these
experiments is that, owing to the initial bed topography being out ofmorphodynamic equilibriumwith the flow
conditions, we used a temporally varying sediment feed at the upstream end of the flume to simulate the effect
of aggradation in the upstream part of the backwater zone that was not captured within the length of our

Figure 7. Experimental results from Experiment 3 (low-flow transient;
solid lines) starting from high-flow equilibrium conditions (black lines)
for (a) bed and water surface elevations, (b) mean flow velocity, and (c)
Froude number. Dashed lines are from the numerical model. Flow is from
left to right. The vertical axis is referenced to the flume bottom.
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flume. For example, numerical modeling
indicates that we would expect no
change in bed topography within our
flume (�4.5m< x< 0) for the first 13.5 h
of runtime of Experiment 3 because the
downstream migrating depositional
wedge would be upstream of the length
of our flume and bed shear stresses
within �4.5m< x< 0 would be below
the threshold of motion (Figure 4a). This
is better illustrated in Figure 6 which
shows that the expected sediment flux
at x=� 4.5m (i.e., the upstream extent
of our flume experiments and location
of the sediment feeder) changes as a
function of time, despite that the
sediment supply at the upstream end of
the numerical model domain is constant
and set to the sediment transport
capacity (i.e., equation (6)). To simulate
the full backwater zone, we used the
numerical model output in Figure 6 to
prescribe the time evolution of sediment
supply at the upstream end of our flume.
The model output was discretized into
two feed rates for Experiment 3 (with the
first feed rate set to zero) and four feed
rates for Experiment 4 (Figure 6).

Results show that it took the low-flow
case about 21.5 h to fill in the scoured
bed topography left behind from the
previous high-flow case (Figure 7a).
The adjustment of the bed occurred
through a downstream migrating
wedge of sediment, which matches
well with the expectation from the
numerical simulations (Figure 7a). No
bed adjustment occurred in the
experiment for the first 13.5 h of the
experiment as sediment feed was zero
(Figure 6a) and bed shear stresses
were below the threshold of motion
everywhere. The prograding wedge of
sediment reached the river mouth at
about 17.5 h, and it took another 4
hours for the flow to fill in the offshore
scour hole generated by the previous
high-flow event. The mean flow velocity
in the river channel section (x< 0)
showed strong spatial deceleration with

velocities about ~ 0.24m/s upstream of the propagating sediment wedge, and ~ 0.12m/s downstream of
the wedge as a result of the two-fold decrease in-channel depth from channel-bed aggradation. Like the
equilibrium Experiment 1, spreading of the offshore plume resulted in spatial deceleration of flow along

Figure 8. Experimental results from Experiment 4 (high-flow transient;
solid lines) starting from low-flow equilibrium conditions (black lines) for
(a) bed and water surface elevations, (b) mean flow velocity, and (c)
Froude number. Dashed lines are from the numerical model. Flow is from
left to right. The vertical axis is referenced to the flume bottom.
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the plume centerline (Figure 7b);
however, offshore deposition did not
occur until ~ 20h of runtime as sediment
before then was sequestered upstream.
The measured Froude numbers were
subcritical during transient adjustment
(Figure 7c).

For Experiment 4, the final bed
topography from Experiment 3 was
used as the initial condition, and the
water and sediment supply conditions
were set to the high-flow case (Table 1).
Transient adjustment of the bed was
rapid with a 3 cm deep scour hole
developing just offshore of the river
mouth within 3min (Figure 8a). After
13min of runtime, the upstream
migrating erosional wave reached the
upstream end of the flume, and by
103min the bed topography approached
that observed in the equilibrium case.
The adjustment of the bed topography
was accompanied by an adjustment of
the water surface from a steeper profile
(indicative of drawdown; e.g., Figure 4d)
during the beginning of the run
(S = 0.0044), to a lower sloping water
surface profile (S=0.0028) toward the
end of the run that approached the

equilibrium value of 0.0015. Erosion of the bed was driven by spatial acceleration of flow from 0.45m/s at
x=�3.6m to 0.56m/s at the river mouth (x=0) at t=3min (Figure 8b). As the riverbed approached its
equilibrium configuration, the water velocity was nearly spatially uniform, except in the offshore region
where plume spreading resulted in spatial deceleration of flow along the plume centerline for 0< x< 60 cm,
and spatial acceleration farther downstream (Figure 8b). The Froude number was the greatest during the
early stages of transient adjustment of the bed due to the inherited elevated bed topography at the river
mouth but was still subcritical at all times (Fr< 0.75) (Figure 8c). Note that the scoured channel observed just
offshore of the river mouth in Experiment 2 also occurred in this experiment and enlarged in time reaching a
total length of ~ 0.8m and a depth of ~ 4 cm at the end of the experiment (Figure 8a).

5.3. Morphodynamics in the Offshore Basin

Morphodynamics offshore of the river mouth were governed by the spreading plume, bed erosion and
deposition, and the interaction between the two. For example, Figure 9 shows the river plume, flow velocity,
and bed topography at the end of Experiment 1. The spreading angle of the plume (~18°, Figure 9a) is larger
than expected from classic turbulent jet theory [e.g., Rajaratnam, 1976] (i.e., 5.7° for width-averaged velocity
profile), presumably due to the fan-shaped deposit (Figure 9c) that forced lateral spreading of the plume
(Figure 9b). The jets were also unstable in that meandering and large-scale coherent flow structures developed
along the plume boundaries [e.g., Jirka, 2001; Landel et al., 2012]. The jet-stability parameter for our high- and
low-flow cases was 0.0096 and 0.013, respectively, and plots correctly in the unstable (meandering) regime of
Canestrelli et al. [2014]. Jet meandering, when it occurs, is thought to dominate mixing [Rowland et al., 2009;
Landel et al., 2012] and govern subaqueous levee deposition along the jet margins [Rowland et al., 2010;Mariotti
et al., 2013]. There were upstream-oriented velocities in all the experiments to the sides of the plume (e.g.,
Figure 9b) as expected from entrainment of ambient water into the plume. The strength of this return flow
was likely influenced by the walls in our flume, but the return-flow velocities were typically small compared to
those along the plume centerline suggesting that wall effects were minor.

Figure 9. Plan view of results from the end of Experiment 1 (low-flow
equilibrium) at t=10.5 h, showing (a) an image of the spreading plume
with red dye, (b) surface flow velocity where colors denote the magnitude
of the downstream component of velocity and the white arrows show
the full velocity field, and (c) bed elevation. The water surface in the basin
was at 18.3 cm elevation. Only the lowermost part of the river section and
the basin are shown (�20 cm< x< 200 cm).
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The offshore deposit showed the
characteristic shape of bed elevation
increasing downstream from the river
mouth (Figure 9c). Deposition rates
were the largest along the margins of
the plume resulting in the formation of
levees that grew to within 1 cm of the
water surface in places (e.g., x= 90 cm
in Figure 9c) and nearly completely
confined the flow within a channel. At
the distal end of the basin (x> 150 cm),
deposition resulted in very shallow flow
depths (<1 cm) (Figure 9c). Levee
deposition was absent near the river
mouth (0< x< 15cm), and channelization
ceased due to infilling at the distal end
of the flume (Figure 9c). Except for a
small region near the river mouth, the
plumewas approximately 70% confined
over its water depth by the leveed
topography (Figure 10).

For the high-flow equilibrium run (Experiment 2) after t=7.25h, plume spreading was 10.2° (Figure 11a), smaller
than that observed in Experiment 1. The enhanced confinement of the plume relative to Experiment 1 is likely a
result of scour into the bed resulting in a well-defined submarine channel from 5cm< x< 85 cm (Figure 11c).

The plume had high-flow velocities
along the centerline, with spreading and
return flow beyond the margins of the
channel (Figure 11b). The self-formed
channel had greater relief in Experiment
2 as compared to Experiment 1, but the
relative confinement over the total water
depth was similar between the two
cases (Figure 10).

Figure 12 shows the results from
Experiment 3 where the low-flow case
filled the inherited topography from the
high-flow case of Experiment 2. After
t= 15.0 h in Experiment 3 (which
corresponds to 1.5 h since the onset of
sediment feed and topographic change;
Figure 6a), plume spreading was
reduced to 13.2° as compared to 18°
from Experiment 1, presumably due to
corralling of the flow from the inherited
scoured channel from Experiment 2.
Transient filling of the inherited channel
occurred by deposition along the
channel thalweg and levee growth (e.g.,
shown at two cross sections x=36 cm
and x= 94 cm in Figure 13). At x=36 cm,
levee deposition outpaced thalweg
deposition resulting in temporal
increase in the degree of channelization

Figure 10. Plot of the ratio of channel depth (difference between levee
top and thalweg elevation) to total water depth (difference between
the water surface and the thalweg depth) along the plume centerline in
the offshore basin for Experiments 1, 2, and 4. The values from Experiment
3 are omitted here since they are similar to Experiment 2.

Figure 11. Plan view of results from the end of Experiment 2 (high-flow
equilibrium) at t=7.25 h, showing (a) an image of the spreading plume
with red dye, (b) surface flow velocity where colors denote the magnitude
of the downstream component of velocity and the white arrows show the
full velocity field, and (c) bed elevation where the water surface in the
basin was at 18.3 cm. Only the lowermost part of the river section and the
basin are shown (�20 cm< x< 200 cm).
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(Figures 12 and 13a), whereas at
x= 94 cm channelization diminished in
time owing to thalweg deposition that
outpaced levee deposition (Figures 12
and 13b). The resulting channel for the
low-flow case was narrower than the
inherited channel from the high-flow
case (Figure 13a).

Figure 14 shows results from the
beginning of Experiment 4 where the
high-flow event scoured into the
inherited topography produced by the
low-flow event of Experiment 3. Unlike
Experiment 3, here channelization was
drivenmostly by scour into the underlying
deposit along the plume centerline rather
than by levee deposition (Figure 14c).
Channelization led to heightened
velocities along the plume centerline
(Figure 14b) and the greatest degree of
plume confinement (spreading angle of
7.7°) observed in any of the experiments.
In this experiment the relief of the
scoured channel was greater than that
in Experiment 2 (i.e., equilibrium high-
discharge case that started with a flat
bed) due to the high elevation of the
initial bed inherited from the previous,
low-flow experiment. Thus, in these
experiments, a cycle of high- and low-

flow events led to enhanced channelization as compared to one flow event alone, with the channelized
depth exceeding 80% of the total water depth over most of the delta (Figure 10). Cross sections through
the evolving bed topography at both x= 36 cm and x= 94 cm show scouring along the channel centerline,
widening of the channel, and little levee deposition (Figures 13c and 13d).

6. Discussion
6.1. The Persistence of Backwater Zones

Upstream of the backwater zone, alluvial rivers typically respond to a river flood by increasing water depth
(accommodated by an increase in water surface elevation) and increasing sediment transport capacity. If
sediment supply changes commensurate to the transport capacity (as designed in our flume experiments),
and in the absence of subsidence and sea level rise, then no riverbed erosion or deposition should occur [e.g.,
Lane, 1955]. Our experiments show that this logic does not hold near the river mouth because spreading of
the offshore plume renders the water surface elevation there nearly fixed at sea level (e.g., Figure 8a). Any
substantial increase in water depth at the river mouth must be accommodated by lowering the bed rather
than raising the water surface. Thus, the shared river mouth boundary condition between river and river
plume makes erosion and deposition patterns in coastal rivers particularly sensitive to floods of different
discharge and may lead to a persistent backwater zone.

Lane [1957] observed that many rivers including the Mississippi River and those that enter the Great Lakes
of North America are much deeper near their mouths than farther upstream resulting in natural fluvial harbors.
He claimed that this must be the result of infrequent large flow events that focus scour near river mouths, and
that the natural harbors remain deep for a long period of time. In our study, both numerical model results
(Figure 4) and flume experimental results (Figures 7a and 8a) demonstrate a persistent backwater zone due to
the alternation of low-flow and high-flow events. The high flows scour the bed upstream of the river mouth

Figure 12. Plan view of results from the Experiment 3 (low-flow transient)
at t=15.0h showing (a) an image of the spreading plume with red dye,
(b) surface flow velocity where colors denote the magnitude of the
downstream component of velocity and the white arrows show the full
velocity field, and (c) bed elevation where the water surface in the basin
was at 18.3 cm. Only the lowermost part of the river section and the basin
are shown (�20cm< x< 200 cm). The scour hole is from the previous run
(Figure 11c). The dashed lines are locations of cross sections in Figure 13.
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which creates nonuniform flow at low discharges, and the low-discharge events deposit sediment in the
backwater zone which creates nonuniform flow at high discharges. In the absence of flow-discharge
alternations, our experiments show that the bed evolves to a state of normal flow and sediment bypass, where
deviations from this state are due only to propagation of the delta front.

The characteristic timescale for the bed to evolve to reach near normal-flow, sediment-bypass conditions
can be long for natural rivers. For example, Chatanantavet et al. [2012] used a quasi-2-D river plume
morphodynamic model and found that the backwater zone in the Mississippi River (~450 km upstream from
the river mouth) persists over thousands of years because the timescale of discharge variation (e.g., floods
of morphodynamic significance for both bed erosion and deposition occur at near annual timescales) is small
compared to the characteristic timescale for the bed to adjust to a given flow event (~102 years).

To derive a rough scale for the time (tadj) for a lowland riverbed to come into equilibrium with imposed
discharge and sediment flux conditions over the backwater zone (e.g., Figure 4), we consider mass balance

tadj∝
1� λp
� �

LΔz
qs;n

(6)

in which the bed adjustment time is proportional to the volume of sediment-bed change per unit width (i.e.,
(1� λp)LΔz, where L is the length of the backwater zone (Figure 1) andΔz is the amount of vertical channel-bed
change) normalized by the input sediment flux per unit width for normal-flow conditions (i.e., upstream of
the backwater zone), qs,n. Without information on the exact discharge and sediment flux of a particular event,
we propose that the amount of vertical channel-bed change for a given river scales approximately with the
characteristic flow depth for that river, or in other words Δz ∝ hn, where hn is the normal-flow depth. Also,
noting that the backwater length scales to first order like L∝ hn/S [e.g., Parker, 2004; Lamb et al., 2012], where S
is the bed slope, equation (6) can be rewritten as

tadj∝
1� λp
� �

h2n
S qs;n

: (7)

The variables in equation (7) can be found for a number of rivers assuming that normal-flow conditions are
reflected by bankfull or 2 year recurrence floods [e.g., Parker, 2004].

Figure 13. Cross-sectional profiles illustrating the bed evolution during (a, b) Experiment 3 and (c, d) Experiment 4 at twodifferent
cross-section locations (x=36cm and 94cm; see Figures 12c and 14c for locations). Experiment 3, as shown in Figures 13a and
13b, shows the bed transitioning fromhigh-flowequilibrium (dashed lines) to low-flowequilibrium (dotted lines) and at time steps
t=18.5, 19.5, and 21.5h. For experiment 4, as shown in Figures 13c and 13d, the bed transitioned from the low-flow equilibrium
case (dotted lines) to the high-flow equilibrium (dashed lines) and profiles are shown at time steps t=3, 13, 43, and 103min.
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Using equation (7), the characteristic
timescale of adjustment for our low-flow
and high-flow cases is estimated at 45
and 95 h, respectively, which roughly
matches the calculated time for complete
bed adjustment of 20 and 79h based on
the full numerical model (Figure 15). We
estimated the adjustment timescale for
four natural rivers in which bed material
transport rates for the bankfull (normal)
flows were estimated using Engelund and
Hansen [1967] and grain sizes for these
rivers were obtained from Syvitski [2005],
as well as water discharge from Oak
Ridge National Laboratory Distributed
Active Archive Center (Figure 15). Like the
Mississippi River, most of these rivers yield
characteristic bed adjustment timescales
on the order of multiple years to multiple
decades. This suggests that nonuniform
flow, transient bed adjustment, and
persistent backwater zones, rather than
normal-flow conditions, are likely to
prevail in the lowermost portions of rivers.

6.2. Levees, Scour, and
Self-Channelization

For subaqueous levee formation, Wright
[1977] suggested that flows in contact
with the bedwould be friction dominated

and spread rapidly; hence, they should have rapidly diverging levees and mouth bars. In contrast, Rowland
et al. [2010] conducted physical experiments on subaqueous levee development from a sediment-laden
homopycnal jet entering a basin of still water on a fixed, nonerodible bed. They found that levees were nearly
parallel in cases, and they emphasized the role of lateral transport of suspended sediment—from the plume
centerline to its margins-driven by turbulence and meandering associated with jet instability. Similar results
have been produced in more recent 2-D numerical models suggesting that levee deposition is tied to jet
instability [Canestrelli et al., 2014], which is relatedmathematically to jet potential vorticity [Falcini et al., 2014],
and sediment near the threshold of suspension [Mariotti et al., 2013]. Our results for low-flow conditions
(e.g., Figure 9c) are consistent with these recent experimental and numerical findings for the formation of
subaqueous levees.

However, our results for high-flow cases differ significantly from previous work that we observed scour along
the centerline of the jet into the underlying alluvial bed. In the experiments of Rowland et al. [2010], their
nonerodible bed was often devoid of sediment along the jet centerline suggesting that scour might have
occurred in their experiments as well if the bed had been alluvial. Scour from planar jets has been observed
before in experiments designed for various engineering applications [e.g., Rajaratnam and Berry, 1977;
Rajaratnam, 1981; Rajaratnam and Macdougall, 1983;Mason and Arumugam, 1985; Hogg et al., 1997; Dey and
Sarkar, 2006; Faruque et al., 2006; Sui et al., 2008]. However, these previous experiments on jet scour used
clear-water inputs with no sediment feed; thus, the flows were under capacity with respect to sediment
transport and were therefore expected to entrain sediment, despite spatial deceleration, as long as the
threshold for entrainment was surpassed. Hogg et al. [1997], for example, reported that grains are eroded if
the shear stress exerted on the surface of the bed exceeds the critical stress for motion.

The observation of offshore (0< x< 85 cm) bed scour during high flows in our experiments is surprising,
however, because our river plumes were fed by an extensive feeder river with an alluvial bed and were thus

Figure 14. Plan view of results from the beginning of Experiment 4 (high-
flow transient) at t=13 min, showing (a) an image of the spreading
plume with red dye, (b) surface flow velocity where colors denote the
magnitude of the downstream component of velocity and the white
arrows show the full velocity field, and (c) bed elevation where the water
surface in the basin was at 18.3 cm. Only the lowermost part of the river
section and the basin are shown (�20 cm< x< 200 cm). The dashed
lines are locations of cross sections in Figure 13.
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likely transporting sediment at their
capacity. In addition, we observed
marked spatial deceleration in the river
plume along the centerline, and therefore
would have expected rapid deposition of
sediment in the same region due to loss
of transport capacity (despite that shear
stresses exceeded the threshold for
sediment motion). The scour cannot be
reproduced by our quasi-2-D, depth-
averaged numerical model, and it has yet
to be produced in more sophisticated
2-D numerical models and emerging
theories [e.g., Edmonds and Slingerland,
2007;Mariotti et al., 2013; Canestrelli et al.,
2014; Falcini et al., 2014], and so this
suggests that 3-D morphodynamics led
to the scoured bed. Field observations
also indicate that regions of strong flow
divergence, like bifurcations on deltas
and within subaqueous channels, can
show bed scour [e.g., Shaw et al., 2013;
Shaw and Mohrig, 2013].

It is possible that the observed bed
erosion in our experiments occurred
due to lateral sediment transfer as a
result of turbulent mixing, similar to the
mechanism proposed by Rowland et al.

[2010]. Another possibility is that strong secondary currents formed under the lateral spreading mound of
water, perhaps creating a pair of helical vortices sweeping sediment along the bed from the center of the
plume to the levees, as has been shown for river confluences [e.g., Ashmore and Parker, 1983; Best and Ashworth,
1997]. Limited 3-D velocity data in wall-bounded jets indicate the tendency for flow to sweep outward along the
bed from the jet centerline to the jet margins [Foss and Jones, 1968; Holdeman and Foss, 1975; Shinneeb et al.,
2010], although data from Rowland et al. [2009, their Figure 9] suggest an opposite sense of secondary
circulation. The region of observed offshore scour in our experiments also correlates with the zone of flow
establishment (ZOFE) for jets, typically reported to be around five to nine channel widths [e.g., Bates, 1953;
Rowland et al., 2009]. Within the ZOFE enhanced shear may result in enhanced transport near the bed. Finally,
theM2-drawdowndynamics observed in the river section during high flowsmay have translated downstreamof
the imposed river mouth, or through erosion at the river mouth, directed the jet obliquely into the offshore bed
resulting in enhanced sediment transport capacity. This last mechanism suggests a strong coupling between
fluvial backwater dynamics and offshore depositional patterns, a potential coupling that has not been addressed
in previous modeling and experimental work on river mouth deposits [e.g., Edmonds and Slingerland, 2007;
Rowland et al., 2010; Falcini and Jerolmack, 2010; Mariotti et al., 2013; Canestrelli et al., 2014; Falcini et al., 2014].

Whatever the cause of offshore erosion by the river plume in our experiments, it is clear that the alternations
of transient fill and levee deposition during low flow and thalweg scour during high flow led to a greater
degree of self-channelization (up to 85%; Figures 10 and 13). In contrast, our results from the equilibrium runs
(single flow events) are similar to that of Rowland et al. [2009] in that levees ceased to grow after they
confined ~75% of the flow. The importance of variable flow conditions and erosion in self-channelization is
supported by recent observations of Wax Lake Delta, USA, where channelization is partly attributed to
channel-bed erosion offshore of the river mouth induced by variable flood and tidal conditions [Shaw et al.,
2013; Shaw and Mohrig, 2013]. Thus, multiple flood events and the potential for erosion may need to be
assessed in emerging theories for self-channelization of planar jets [e.g., Falcini et al., 2014; Canestrelli et al.,
2014] and the formation of elongate deltas [e.g., Kim et al., 2009b].

Figure 15. Observed bed adjustment time versus the characteristic bed
adjustment time (tadj) inferred from a scaling analysis (section 6.1).
Symbols show the observed adjustment times for the transient experiments
presented herein (Experiments 3 and 4) and an inferred/calculated
adjustment time for the lower Mississippi River based on the numerical
morphodynamic modeling of Chatanantavet et al. [2012]. Calculated
timescales for other rivers are given for comparison. The characteristic
bed adjustment timescales (tadj) were calculated for the Rhine-Meuse
River using hn=5.0m, qs,n=6.5× 104 t/yr/m, S=1.1 ×10�4,Qw=5750m3/s
[Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2007]; for the Nile River using hn=16.2m, qs,
n=7.7 × 105 t/yr/m, S=6.4 × 10�5, Qw=8800m3/s [Saad, 2002]; for the
Danube River using hn=6.3m, qs,n=1.9 × 104 t/yr/m, S=5.0 × 10�5,
Qw=9700m3/s [Giosan et al., 2005;Opreanu, 2010]; and for the Parana River
using hn=11.8m, qs,n=5.5 × 104 t/yr/m, S=4.0 × 10�5, Qw=22,800m3/s
[Depetris and Gaiero, 1998].
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7. Conclusion

Our numerical model and flume results demonstrate that during low flows backwater hydrodynamics cause
spatial-flow deceleration and a downstream-propagating wave of bed deposition, and during high flows the
backwater zone becomes a region of water surface drawdown, spatial-flow acceleration and bed scour. Thus,
bed aggradation and degradation within coastal rivers can occur due to nonuniform flow dynamics imposed
by boundary conditions set by the coupled offshore plume, even in the absence of subsidence, sea level rise,
or changes in the ratio of sediment supply to transport capacity of the upstream feeder river. We derived a
characteristic timescale for riverbed adjustment within the backwater zone and found, when upscaled to
natural systems, that most coastal rivers should be in a state of transient bed adjustment, where floods of
geomorphic significance occur too frequently to reach quasi-normal-flow and sediment-bypass conditions,
and the net result is a persistent hydrodynamic backwater zone. Our experiments also show that variable
flood discharges can lead to enhanced channelization of the offshore plume through both levee deposition
and channel-bed erosion. Although deltas are net-depositional landforms, our results suggest that transient
erosion during floods may play an important role in forming distributary networks and therefore delta
morphology and stratigraphy.
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